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Gettin’ All Medieval on Death—Everyman in an Old Chestnut Shell: 
 
In brief, Everyman is concerned with the Soul’s preparation (or lack thereof!) for Death and takes as its 
fundamental premise Kaufman & Hart’s 1936 notion that You Can’t Take it with You, at least insofar as 
the things and companions and qualities of this life are concerned. Indeed, in some ways this play is not 
an exploration of the nature of living so much as it is a rumination upon what a medieval philosopher 
might term ars moriendi, or “the art of dying.” The central action of the play concerns a generic 
character, Everyman, who represents each and every Soul moving through life to an inevitable 
appointment with Death; when Death does come calling, Everyman attempts to delay him, and failing 
that, asks to take a companion for the terrible journey. To this pitiful request Death assents, just so long 
as Everyman can find anyone willing to accompany him on the dark road into the Grave. Unfortunately, 
few friends are so inclined, and a cast of allegorical characters such as Beauty, Strength, Discretion, 
Fellowship, Kindred, Cousin, and Goods all decline the chance to stand by Everyman; in the end it is 
Good Deeds alone that follows Everyman into the Grave, and is willing to speak for him after Death. This 
play is overtly moral and unabashedly didactic, sometimes even heavy-handed, but it is compelling for 
all that, perhaps because it so effectively challenges audiences—medieval and modern—to think in the 
starkest possible terms about what really matters in a life that always seems far too short. 
 
“Death is All Around Us:” The Macabre Adaptability of Everyman: 
 
The themes, characterization, and action of Everyman all lead up to the very moment of Death, an 
experience all human beings anticipate with anxiety and dread, but that precious few have experienced 
and returned to tell the tale. Thus the moral, theological, and philosophical messages of Everyman can 
be summed up in one tiny phrase of bumper-sticker self-help advice: Memento Mori, or “Remember 
Death.” In brief, Everyman strongly posits that, no matter what contemporary pop gurus might suggest 
to the contrary, the Troggs, et al., have it all wrong: although we are conditioned by smash-hit songs and 
rom-coms to believe that “Love is All Around,” the baseline message of Everyman is that while Love—as 
a key example of all the many transient things we value in this life—may seem omnipresent, it is in fact 
fleeting, and while we desperately wish to believe that Amor Vincit Omnia, it would be more accurate to 
assert that it is Mors that “conquers all.” Although this may seem a dreary and dismal message to us, it 
aligns with many of the more stern and severe theological schools of thought, and thus this play has 
been embraced by some who have little love for the theater in general or for drama of most kinds. The 
harsh moral message of Everyman, unleavened by the distraction of popular and profane humor, also 
may explain in large measure its adaptability. Although the assertion that Good Deeds follows Everyman 
beyond the Grave was doctrinally offensive to some Protestant sects which insisted that Grace alone 
provides the basis of Salvation, the central message of the play worked reasonably well in the new 
theological context. 
 
A Dying Dude Abides: Everyman’s Survival into the Reformation: 
 
Although its strongly Catholic vision of the role of the Church and the Sacraments at the hour of Death 
was problematic from the theological perspective of many later Protestants, the play’s serious 
treatment of its central themes of the transience of Life, the certainty of Death, and the narrowness of 
the path to Salvation all bespeak issues foremost in the minds of devout believers of many Christian 
sects. Moreover, Everyman explicitly criticizes simony, the practice of selling ecclesiastical services, 
which was one of the excesses of the Medieval Church which led to the Reformation. Furthermore, the 
intolerant tone of the play regarding sinful priests likewise speaks to fundamental concerns of the 
Reform Movement. 
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Everyone 2020: The Pivot to a Podcast 
 
This adaptation of Everyman was scheduled for production on the main stage in the Kline Theatre of 
Gettysburg College. With the onset of COVID-19 and the ensuing advent of distance-learning, that could 
no longer happen, and originally that was a crushing disappointment. But the show must go on, 
especially when that show is “Everyman,” an especially apt theatrical choice for a pestilential year. 
Everyman offers exciting possibilities for audio drama, especially considering the play’s emphasis on the 
internal struggle of the individual facing death; Everyone on Radio attempts to make the most of these 
aspects of the play. Never willing to blink in the face of doom, the students in this class rose to the 
occasion with incredible pluck, optimism, and good humor. In particular, Lauren “Helping” Hand, the 
peer associate for this year’s course, led the pivot to the podcast platform, and this production is as 
much hers as anyone’s: She was chief cheerleader, coordinator, and executive producer, in tandem with 
Joey “Magic Fingers” Maguschak, who acted as senior sound engineer and producer.  
 
